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Illustrative previous speaking engagements 
๏ Developments in Reliability Centred Maintenance for 

the new millennium - ICOMS Asset Management 
Conference, Sydney, 2002


๏Maintenance Strategic Management - A prerequisite 
for business survival - International Maintenance 
Excellence Conference, Toronto, 2005.


๏ The relationship between Maintenance Engineering 
and Industrial Engineering - Annual Industrial 
Engineering Conference, Johannesburg, 2008


๏ Achieving motivated maintainers and maintenance 
technicians in the workplace - 3rd Annual Plant 
Reliability and Predictive Maintenance Forum, 
Melbourne, 2009


๏ A method for the substantiation of Maintenance 
Budgets - World Trends in Maintenance 
Engineering, Pretoria, 2013


๏Maintenance Logistics - Maintenance’s Structural 
Backbone - International Physical Asset 
Conference, 2014, Tehran


๏ Successful Organisational Development of Asset 
Management Organisations - World Congress on 
Engineering Asset Management, Brisbane, 2017


๏ Achieving excellent results in Asset Management 
organisations by improving the organisation’s unity of 
purpose - SAAMA Conference, Stellenbosch, 2019

Biography 
Jasper early on decided to devote his time to 
assisting others in the Physical Asset Management / 
Maintenance space to become excellent leaders 
and practitioners.

In this endeavour, he has been instrumental in 
establishing Maintenance Engineering at the 
University of Pretoria in the 90’s, and creating the six 
Diplomas and 22 courses / subjects taught at the 
Terotechnica Asset Management College.

One of his passions is to make Asset Management 
concepts accessible to Asset Management practitioners.

He has more than 50 years of experience in this field, 
including 18 years in maintenance positions in 
industry (of which14 years in leadership positions).


Continued on next page

Key Speaking Topics 
✴ Leadership in industry

✴ Strategic positioning in Asset Management

✴ Conquering the failure dragon

✴ The 7 Assets that set the scene for AM success

✴ Achieving life success



Social Media 

	 @jaspercoetzee


	 @jasper.coetzee.1


	 @jassiecoetzee


	 @jaspercoetzee1


MyVideos


Biography continued  
Jasper has a PhD in Industrial Engineering, focussing on Reliability Centred 
Maintenance, and is a fellow of the International Society of Engineering Asset 
Management.

He is the author of two widely used textbooks, ‘Maintenance’ (1997/2004), and 
‘RCM ProAktiv: A proactive approach to Reliability Centered Maintenance - a 
complete view’ (2015), and is the chief architect of the course-work taught at the 
Terotechnica Maintenance College, of which he is the founder and principal. He is 
also an Associate Professor in Maintenance Engineering at the University of 
Pretoria.

He is a well-known world leader in the field of Maintenance Engineering, and has 
more than 60 research journal and conference papers to his credit. He received 
the individual President’s Award for Excellence in Maintenance from the Southern 
African Maintenance Association (SAMA) in 2005.

Selected Testimonials 
1. Teaching 
Anton Kloppers, Trisano Consulting Engineers: Masterful Teaching 
I this semester enrolled for the post-graduate subject M|P781 (Maintenance Practice) as part of my M. Eng. 
(Physical Asset Management). At the beginning of my first contact session I, as an experienced civil engineer, was 
an absolute layman in the field of Maintenance Practice. I knew nothing about the terminology, let alone the 
concepts and theories! (The only known theories were the statistics, and of course the Laplace Transform of the 
undergraduate Maths3). 

However, after I have been exposed to three single-day contact sessions (in postgraduate lecture format) with Prof 
Coetzee, his clear notes and the two assignments, I now feel myself quite at home in my class (predominantly 
mechanical engineers) and I can actually converse about the subject. I could understand the prescribed works in a 
record time. It was for me personally a wonderful (although steep) learning curve and I attribute this to Prof Jasper 
Coetzee's masterful handling of the program. I have soon discovered why the University of Pretoria chose him for 
for these classes.


JC Pieterse, Eskom Masters Degree 
student: Excellent Supervisor 
Thank you Prof Jasper, It has been an 
exceptional privilege to venture with you 
through this research journey. I have truly 
come to appreciate the level of detail you 
commit in reviewing my work. The value of this 
is confirmed when I hear of the difficulties in 
supervision my peers experience. I cannot 
overemphasize my conviction that there could 
not have been a more appropriate supervisor 
for my research topic.


2. Terotechnica Asset Management College 
Johan Janse van Rensburg, General Manager, Illovo Sugar, Noodsberg 
My first introduction to AM-Tech (then M-Tech) was in August 1997, when I attended the “World Trends in 
Maintenance Engineering” conference.  It highlighted to me, as a young engineer, the gap you are left with after 
completing your tertiary qualification, towards being an effective Maintenance Engineer in a manufacturing 
environment. 

Over the years I have attended a number of courses with Terotechnica, which has equipped me with the knowledge 
and skill as well as the ability to apply the theory learnt in practice. This has formed part of my daily life and 
discipline as a Maintenance Engineer.

Although I am no longer in the role of a Maintenance Engineer, the skills and discipline I have learnt has given me 
the grounding that helps with sound decision making when faced with maintenance engineering related issues.

Terotechnica courses have proven to be practical, and the requirements of the courses to complete assignments to 
pass the course allow for practical application in the workplace. Because of this, many engineers and planning 
officers within the Illovo group have attended various courses at Terotechnica over the years.

This has developed to the extent that the C901 course “Maintenance Practice for Asset Management Engineers” is 
compulsory for all EIT’s (Engineers in Training) in Illovo.

https://www.linkedin.com/in/jaspercoetzee/
https://www.facebook.com/jasper.coetzee.1
https://twitter.com/jassiecoetzee
https://www.instagram.com/jaspercoetzee1/
https://www.youtube.com/user/JassieseVideos




 

Course Participants Clients worked with Projects done Awards won

10000+ 651 51 2

Maintenance 
Failure is one of the unfortunate facts of life. Whenever 
man produces equipment or tools to increase his own 
productivity, he also has to deal with this unwanted side 
effect. 


And, although much effort is applied towards improving 
the reliability of machinery, the ever-increasing 
sophistication and complexity gives rise to the 
maintenance function growing exponentially.


And a properly managed maintenance function creates 
and maintains high levels of availability, reliability and 
operability of plant. These high levels translate directly 
into production capacity, productive output and thus 
company profit.


There is presently a very commendable worldwide drive 
to improve the education of maintenance personnel.


As a consequence of this new found importance 
regarding the education of maintenance professionals, 
the theory of maintenance need to be formalized, such 
that it can be presented in well-structured maintenance 
courses. 


The objective of this book is to provide a proper 
theoretical and practical foundation for the practice of 
maintenance in the typical industrial and/or service 
organization of our day. 


A number of such organizations have responded by 
providing each of their maintenance professionals with a 
copy of this book as reference work, while it is also used 
as prescribed work at a number of tertiary institutions as 
basis of their maintenance studies.

RCM ProAktiv 
Reliability Centered Maintenance irrevocably changed the 
way in which Physical Asset Management people 
approach the question of which maintenance tasks to 
apply to equipment.


The RCM methodology was later commercialized into a 
variety of different RCM methods, many of them 
comprising significantly simplified analysis processes. 
This unavoidably led to a profusion of suboptimal 
Maintenance Plans being implemented.


The present book was written following thorough 
research into the various methods applied, as well as the 
reliability principles involved. It consequently includes a 
substantial development and improvement of the original 
Reliability Centered Maintenance concept. 


Particularly, the revised method:

• Addresses the need for proactiveness in the 

maintenance approach being adopted for critical 
failure modes.


• The need for reducing the volume of inputs into the 
RCM process without sacrificing the rigor of finding the 
best tasks for critical failure modes.


• The need for addressing quality improvement as an 
RCM outcome option. This includes both the quality of 
use of equipment by production as well as the quality 
of maintenance methods utilized.


Because of the original method being improved 
substantially, and specifically with reference to it leading 
to a proactive maintenance approach, the revised method 
was named RCM ProAktiv. 


This book addresses two needs: a full development of the 
RCM ProAktiv method itself, and a full rendition of the 
reliability theory needed to understand and apply the 
concepts involved.


Books

Achievements



Websites 
Personal: jasper-coetzee.org 
Business: am-tech.co.za

College:   terotechnica.com

Publications 
White Paper: 7 Assets Development Programme

Downloads: Articles 

	        Spreadsheets

	        Software

	        Brochures

Selection of clients

https://jasper-coetzee.org
https://am-tech.co.za
https://terotechnica.com
https://am-tech.co.za/index.php/7-assets-development-programme
https://am-tech.co.za/index.php/downloads/articles
https://am-tech.co.za/index.php/downloads/spreadsheets
https://am-tech.co.za/index.php/downloads/software
https://am-tech.co.za/index.php/downloads/brochures
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